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Introduction

On the night of February 9, Iran dispatched an armed drone from Syria that penetrated Israeli airspace just south of the Golan Heights. Israel destroyed it with an Apache helicopter. The following day, Israel sent eight F-16s across the border to strike the T-4 base in the Homs governorate, where the drone originated, as well as a handful of other Iranian targets. Although the mission was a success, Syrian anti-aircraft fire downed one F-16 – though the pilot made it back to Israel, where he and his navigator ejected successfully. Israel then launched a second wave of strikes, destroying a number of Syrian anti-air defense sites.

This was the most extensive clash to date between Israel and the so-called “Axis of Resistance” – Iran, Syria’s Assad regime, and Hezbollah – since Iran began deploying military assets, soldiers, and proxies to Syria six years ago. Israeli Air Force (IAF) Chief of Staff Tomer Bar described it as the “most significant attack the air force has conducted against Syrian air defenses since Operation Peace for the Galilee” in 1982. At the same time, Israeli officials insisted that its response was limited and its intent was not to spark a wider conflagration.

But it was clear that the conflict would not be contained to this one incident. Iran was exploiting the chaos of the Syrian civil war to deploy military assets there, all with the intent of targeting Israel. All the while, Iran was sending advanced weaponry to Lebanon by way of Damascus under the fog of war. The Israelis have destroyed some of this hardware – both systems destined for Lebanon and those slated to remain in Syria – with one-off strikes.

Complicating Israel’s limited operations was Russia’s entry into Syria. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu paid multiple visits to Moscow, hoping to convince Russian President Vladimir Putin to curb Iran and its proxies. Putin has been deploying military hardware, personnel, and Russian soldiers of fortune to Syria since 2015, ostensibly to combat the Islamic State but also to prop up his Arab client, the Assad regime. Putin partnered with the Iranians for his Syrian mission. He therefore has little interest, let alone ability, to reign in the Iranians who command Assad’s foot soldiers.

Iran thus continues to move assets into Syria to target Israel. On the night of May 9-10, Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) Quds Force operatives reportedly fired at least 20 Grad and Fajr 5 rockets at Israeli forward military positions in the Golan Heights. According to the Israel Defense Force (IDF), none of the rockets resulted in any casualties or damages. Four of them were intercepted by the Iron Dome defense system.

To deter future incursions, the IDF then unleashed a large-scale response lasting several hours, during which it struck an array of Iranian targets in Syria. Operation House of Cards, as it was dubbed, included strikes on Quds Force intelligence outposts, logistical headquarters, military compounds north and south of Damascus, arms depots inside the Damascus airport, as well as positions in the demilitarized zone. During the operation, Syrian regime air defenses fired
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1. Yoav Zitun, “Iranian drone that infiltrated Israel carried explosives, tasked to carry out attack,” Ynet (Israel), April 13, 2018. (https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-5229466,00.html)
3. @AAhronheim, “BREAKING: #IDF says Quds Force Commander Qassem Soleimani directly behind the launching of 20 Grad and Fajr5 missiles towards #Israel. None of the rockets, which were launched from some 30-40km away, landed in Israeli territory and 4 were intercepted by the Iron Dome,” Twitter, May 9, 2018. (https://twitter.com/AAhronheim/status/994419277536129026); The commander of the IAF, Maj. Gen. Amikam Norkin, later claimed the Quds Force fired 32 rockets. Yoav Zitun, “IAF commander: Iran fired 32 rockets at Israel in May 10 attack,” Ynet (Israel), May 22, 2018. (https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-5267545,00.html)
at IAF warplanes, which responded by taking out several batteries.5

The strikes were so comprehensive that Israeli Defense Minister Avigdor Liberman claimed “almost the entire Iranian infrastructure in Syria” was hit.6 While this may have been an exaggeration, Liberman’s statement underscored Israel’s determination to defend its three red lines in Syria: preventing Iranian entrenchment in Syria, the transfer of strategic weapons, and the establishment of an active front on the Golan Heights.

As Israel continues to strike sporadically at Iranian assets, it has become clear that its strategic imperatives have not changed. However, the execution of its policy requires increasingly risky operations, and the likelihood of further escalation grows. Prime Minister Netanyahu explicitly warned that Israel is determined to stop Iranian aggression in Syria, “even if this involves a conflict.”

Israeli strikes continue with the goal of preventing southern Syria from becoming an active front on its border. Israel also seeks to leverage these strikes to negotiate with Russia, and perhaps even the United States, for an Iranian exit from Syria. But this is by no means the likely outcome. The risks continue to mount, particularly in the wake of the regime camp’s offensive in late June to retake southern Syria, setting the stage for the next phase of the Syrian war.

Enforcing Israel’s Red Lines

Until recently, Israel’s policy in Syria effectively was “Lebanon plus,” geared toward postponing a third Lebanon war by preventing Hezbollah’s acquisition of what Israeli officials call “game-changing” systems, transferred under the fog of war from Iran via Syria. Such systems in the hands of Hezbollah would prevent the Israeli air force or navy from operating with impunity. They are longer-range, more precise missiles capable not only of reaching anywhere in Israel, but also of threatening strategic facilities and installations.7

The recent Israeli precision airstrikes against Iranian weapons in Syria destined for Lebanon are best understood as an extension of Jerusalem’s longstanding policy. Israel has conducted well over 100 one-off airstrikes in Syria by some estimates.8 In 2013 alone, Israel struck shipments of the Yakhont anti-ship missile system,9 advanced anti-aircraft missile systems,10 and surface-to-surface missiles.11 Unattributed airstrikes on storage depots at Damascus International Airport have become routine over the past few years, as well.

More recently, the Israeli approach has widened. The IDF has targeted weapons systems destined to remain in Syria – to be used by Iran or its proxies, in an attempt to establish a new hostile front on Israel’s borders. In April, for example, Israel conducted an airstrike that killed seven members of the Quds Force.

---

7. This includes the P-800 Yakhont anti-ship supersonic missile system, ballistic missiles like the newer generation of the Fateh-110, and the extended range Scud-D. In addition, Israel continues to target anti-aircraft systems intended for Hezbollah, including the SA-17 (Buk-M2), SA-8 and SA-3 systems.
including a colonel in the IRGC Aerospace Force, who commanded the drone unit at the T-4 base. However, the main target appears to have been an advanced anti-air missile system, which the Iranians brought into Syria following the February strike. Initially, it was reported that the system (which had not yet been deployed) was the short-range, Russian-made Tor (SA-15). Israeli reports later identified it as the Iranian “3rd Khordad” system, which they destroyed soon after it was unloaded off an Iranian transport plane.

Later that same month, the IDF struck bases in Hama and Aleppo. Again, though the strikes killed a number of Iranian troops and officers, the targets were weapons systems. The strikes in Hama, for instance, also hit surface-to-air missiles, just delivered from Iran by air.

Unlike in past strikes against Hezbollah-bound weapons, when Israeli officials have remained mum and refused to accept responsibility, the IDF is now openly claiming credit for strikes against Iranian assets. This alone has increased the potential for a wider conflagration.

For Israel, even as it widens the scope of its targets in Syria, interdicting weapons bound for Hezbollah remains a top priority. Over the past seven years, Israel also struck senior Hezbollah cadres and warehouses. For example, in late May, the IAF reportedly hit the Dabaa military airbase, an installation near the Lebanese border used by Hezbollah and Iran, in what appeared to be a strike targeting Hezbollah arms warehouses.

“The IDF is now openly claiming credit for strikes against Iranian assets. This alone has increased the potential for a wider conflagration.”

For now, Hezbollah appears willing, or perhaps forced, to absorb such blows. The Lebanese terror group understands that while Israel is stopping some weapons from getting through, it certainly is not stopping all. This has yielded an unspoken understanding between Israel and Hezbollah: that Israel can strike repeatedly in Syria so long as it does not hit targets inside Lebanon. These rules effectively extend the period of calm between major wars in Lebanon – a shared preference for both Hezbollah and Israel.

But the rules of engagement are not binding, and they may soon change. Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu noted in May that Israel’s activity extends not just to preventing the transfer of weapons to Hezbollah, but also their production in Lebanon – an issue Israel

---
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raised last year. Reports about these factories in Lebanon vary. Some reports indicate that the suspected sites, allegedly in Hermel near the Syrian border in the north and between Sidon and Tyre in the south, are being prepared to produce Iran's Fateh-110 medium-range missile and other types of munitions. Other reports assert that the factories are underground and are currently producing separate rocket components, which are then assembled elsewhere.

Degrading Iranian Capabilities in Syria

In January 2015, Israel targeted a convoy of senior IRGC and Hezbollah cadres in Quneitra, killing a Quds Force brigadier general. The strike was intended to prevent Iran from establishing an operational presence on the Golan along Israel's border. Israel also took action later that year against Hezbollah cadres operating in Druze villages in the Golan. A prominent Hezbollah operative, Samir Kuntar, who was recruiting Syrian Druze, was assassinated in December 2015.

But the Golan front is a minor problem relative to the rapidly expanding military infrastructure that Iran has established throughout Syria. From rockets and hardened positions to the semi-permanent basing of Shiite militias, Israel's concerns are mounting. As a result, Israel has had little choice but to expand the scope of its operations.

In March 2017, when Israel struck a shipment of advanced weapons at the T-4 base, it operated deeper in Syria than usual because the IDF had identified the base as an operational and logistical hub for the Iranians. Then, in September 2017, Israel struck a Syrian military research compound in Masyaf in Hama province. It was the first time since the Russian intervention in 2015 that Israel struck that far north. The research center was used, inter alia, for the development of ballistic missiles. Some in Israel assessed that Iran and Hezbollah controlled the site.

Israel has since upped the tempo of its targeting campaign. In November, it reportedly bombed a weapons factory in Hisya, south of Homs near the Lebanese border – an area with a significant Hezbollah presence and Iranian industrial factories. The Israeli Air Force then hit another research and development facility in Jamraya near Damascus in December. That strike likely targeted what Israeli officials call Iran’s “precision project” – an effort to position

accurate missiles on Israel’s borders. A report in the Kuwaiti al-Jarida newspaper, citing an apparent Israeli intelligence leak, claimed the sites were part of a diffused Iranian network in Syria to store and assemble parts for precision-guided missiles.

All of these strikes targeted multiple aspects of the Iranian threat: weapons shipments, precision-guided missiles, advanced air defense systems, military bases, production facilities, storage facilities, and operational capacity on the Israeli border.

In December, Israel hit an Iranian military complex in al-Kiswa, south of Damascus, not far from the Golan. The complex, among other things, served as a headquarters for IRGC-run Shiite militias operating in southern Syria.

All of these strikes targeted multiple aspects of the Iranian threat: weapons shipments, precision-guided missiles, advanced air defense systems, military bases, production facilities, storage facilities, and operational capacity on the Israeli border. It is nevertheless difficult to ascertain how meaningfully Israel has degraded Iran’s infrastructure.

In 2018, Israeli strikes continued with increased intensity, and the Iranians had no answer. Iran attempted a response during the March 2017 strike near Palmyra, when Syrian air defenses fired a volley of S-200 missiles, one of which was intercepted over the Golan, but which otherwise caused no damage. Israel hit back with a warning to Assad that it would target the regime’s air defenses should it engage the IAF again.

Israeli Deterrence and Contained Escalation

On the night of April 29, 2018, Israel struck the 47th Brigade base in Hama. The strike apparently hit a major arms cache – some reports claimed 200 missiles – causing a huge explosion that reportedly measured as a small earthquake. The Lebanese pro-Hezbollah al-Akhbar newspaper claimed the explosions may have happened underground and speculated about the possible use of bunker buster bombs. The strike killed perhaps as many as 18 Iranians, increasing the pressure on Tehran to retaliate.

In the end, the Iranians did strike back. Their response was the May 9 firing of 20 or more rockets on the Golan Heights. According to the IDF, 16 of the rockets fell inside Syria and four were shot down by Israel’s
Iron Dome defense system. The Israeli response was overwhelming: extensive strikes on as many as 50 Iranian sites in Syria. The IAF destroyed all Syrian regime air defense batteries that tried to intercept them, including Russian-made Pantsir and Buk systems.

“Declaring open season on Iran in Syria is now, without question, the Israeli strategy. It marks an expansion of Jerusalem’s longstanding policy of interdicting weapons shipments to Hezbollah, with the aim of forestalling the next war in Lebanon.”

Declaring open season on Iran in Syria is now, without question, the Israeli strategy. It marks an expansion of Jerusalem’s longstanding policy of interdicting weapons shipments to Hezbollah, with the aim of forestalling the next war in Lebanon. This posture signals to the Iranians and Hezbollah that Israel is determined to destroy Iran’s significant military buildup in Syria. But more importantly, the Israeli leadership has signaled that, if it must, it is prepared to go to war. As Israel’s Transportation Minister Israel Katz stated, “Israel is determined and it has the intelligence abilities … and the special operational abilities to act.” He thus warned Iran, “Either pull out of Syria or suffer the consequences and get dragged into a conflict.”

In short, Israel seeks to prevent Iran from turning Syria into an active front, similar to what it has faced with Hezbollah in Lebanon since the 1980s. Iran has managed to cross this red line, but only marginally, on two occasions. Israel now seeks to ensure this does not develop into a pattern, where Iran is allowed to test Israel and simply absorb limited retribution. The Israelis have learned from Lebanon how this has worked to Iran’s long-term advantage, and why Iran’s designs in Syria must be stymied, even if it requires an all-out war.

The Dance with Russia

When Moscow intervened in Syria in late 2015, Iran and Hezbollah hoped the Russian deployment would restrict Israel’s ongoing campaign of one-off strikes against “game-changing weapons” destined for Lebanon. For almost two years, amidst a slow but steady drumbeat of airstrikes, and amidst an ongoing effort by Israeli military brass to de-conflict directly with Moscow, known Israeli actions appeared to be confined to the region south of Homs.

Israel’s areas of operation in Syria appeared far less restricted in 2017. The airstrike in March of that year on the T-4 base was the first clear indication of this. The Russians showed their displeasure by summoning the Israeli ambassador; the strike may have been dangerously close to Russian troops.

If the Iranians hoped their proximity to Russian positions and personnel would serve as a protective shield, the Israelis sent another message. The Israeli strike in Masyaf in September 2017 targeted a

compound near Russian air defense batteries. The Russians absorbed it quietly. By the time Israel struck the T-4 base for the third time in April 2018, not only did Russia again summon the Israeli ambassador, but also aired its concerns publicly.

Moscow soon revived the possibility of selling the S-300 air defense system to Syria. It is unclear if the intent was to deter Israel. Israel, however, made it clear that the Russian presence in Syria was neither a constraint nor a defense for Iran. As Defense Minister Liberman stated, “If someone shoots at our planes, we will destroy them. It doesn’t matter if it’s an S-300 or an S-700.”

While Putin is seemingly unbothered by the escalating rhetoric from Israel, the increasing possibility of a larger conflagration between Iran and Israel in the territory that he nominally controls could prove problematic for him, especially if it undermines his effort to stabilize the Assad regime. When he entered Syria in 2015, his goals were to take advantage of the opening afforded him by then-U.S. President Barack Obama, who wanted to avoid entanglement in the Syrian civil war, and the region more broadly. Putin seized on the opportunity to assert Russia’s position as a power in the eastern Mediterranean, establish military bases, and pose a direct challenge to NATO’s southern flank. In the process, he sought to demonstrate to prospective Middle Eastern arms clients how reliable an ally Moscow could be.

As Russian air power helped the Iranians and the Assad regime take territory from the opposition forces and the Islamic State, Moscow positioned itself as the true power in Syria. In the north of the country, it managed a process with Turkey and Iran centered around the contested Idlib province. In the south, it entered a parallel process with the U.S. and Jordan in July 2017 to create so-called “de-escalation zones” in Deraa and Quneitra provinces.

“Israeli officials indicate that Putin’s posture began to shift in the first half of 2018 with every significant Israeli operation against Iran’s assets in Syria. The hope, officials said, was for Israel to leverage the chaos it was creating to prompt the Russians to force Iran and its proxies out of all of Syria – not just the south.”

Israel publicly derided the end product of this process. Indeed, the de-escalation zone appeared to ensure that Iran could escalate its presence, while the other players de-escalated. The U.S.-Russia statement merely included a vague statement about the future reduction

42. Ron Ben-Yishai, “Israel can deal with Russian supply of S-300 missiles to Syria,” Ynet (Israel), April 15, 2018. (https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-5230806,00.html)
and ultimate elimination of “foreign forces.” 45 There was no mention of Hezbollah by name, nor was there a direct reference to the Iranians, or even their local militias. To the chagrin of Jerusalem, the Russians deliberately brushed off any discussion surrounding the withdrawal of Iranian or pro-Iranian units. 46

With a clear understanding that it could not rely on Russia to safeguard its interests, and with threats mounting, Israel stepped up its military action against Iranian targets across Syria. Israeli officials also began to threaten Bashar al-Assad directly. 47 “If Assad allows Iran to turn Syria into a forward operating base against us,” Energy Minister Yuval Steinitz said in May, “to attack us from Syrian soil, he should know that will spell his end.” 48 Though aimed at Assad, this threat was likely intended for Russia's ears.

The message to Putin was rather straightforward: Russia’s goal of maintaining a stable client state in Syria under Assad rule was in jeopardy. If Israel’s strategic needs were not satisfied, it could undermine the Russian enterprise in Syria.

Meetings between Jerusalem and the Kremlin continue with frequency. Israeli officials indicate that Putin's posture began to shift in the first half of 2018 with every significant Israeli operation against Iran’s assets in Syria. The hope, officials said, was for Israel to leverage the chaos it was creating to prompt the Russians to force Iran and its proxies out of all of Syria – not just the south.

While this position may seem maximalist, it is consistent with Israel's stated policy from the start of the Syrian civil war. It is also best understood when one considers that Iran could easily deploy medium-range rockets from the country's north, thereby posing virtually the same threat to Israel from a slightly farther distance. As Prime Minister Netanyahu stated: “An Iranian departure from southern Syria alone will not suffice.” 49 The mid-June airstrike on Iranian assets and supply routes in Syria's far eastern border region with Iraq, which one U.S. official has attributed to Israel, only seemed to reinforce this message. 50

An Agreement over Southern Syria?

While the end game for Israel is to force a complete Iranian withdrawal, Russia is now moving to return southern Syria to Assad control. In late May, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov remarked that Russia's vision is a “situation when representatives of the Syrian Arab Republic’s army stand at Syria’s border with Israel.” 51 Russia appears to have obtained Jordanian buy-in for this, and is now seeking Israel's, which
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48. Attila Somfai and Alexandra Lukash, “Steinitz: If Assad continues allowing Iran to operate out of Syria, it will be his end,” Ynet (Israel), May 7, 2018. (https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-5253557,00.html)
49. @IsraelPM, “I would like to reiterate: We are acting against an Iranian military presence anywhere on Syrian territory. An Iranian departure from southern Syria alone will not suffice,” Twitter, May 29, 2018. (https://twitter.com/IsraelPM/status/1001429041839263545)
would effectively secure its position as principal arbiter in Syria with two key U.S. allies.

Moscow faces a problem, however. The Assad regime’s military is not up to the task. To retake the south, it would likely require the support of Hezbollah and Iranian-led militias, which are often embedded with, or coordinate closely with, regime units. And the presence of these Iranian-led actors would effectively guarantee continued Israeli airstrikes.

“Netanyahu identified four red lines for Israel: the establishment of an Iranian military presence in Syria, Iranian operations against Israel from Syria, the transfer of advanced weapons to Lebanon via Syria, and the production of such weapons in Lebanon. It seems unlikely that Israel would be willing to negotiate anything less.”

In recent months, stories have swirled of a purported agreement between Moscow and Jerusalem over the withdrawal of Iranian-led forces from southern Syria, leaving Assad in charge with Israeli promises of non-interference.52 The purported details of this hypothetical deal reached a fevered pitch, with Russian

sources claiming that Israel understood that an Iranian withdrawal had to be “gradual” and “in stages,” as a complete withdrawal was “not realistic.” According to the reports, the Russians considered Israel’s demand of an Iran-free zone of 60 kilometers as “not realistic,” but that the Israelis would be “allowed” to bomb Iranian targets, so long as they do not target Assad regime positions.53

But no agreement materialized.54 Nothing in the leaked Russian proposals addressed Israel’s concerns or offered anything the Israelis did not already have.55 If anything, the likelihood of Israeli strikes against Assad’s forces increased as reports emerged of Iranian-led militias and Hezbollah operatives donning Syrian Arab Army uniforms and remaining in the area.56 After the offensive in Deraa began, it became evident that Hezbollah and other Iranian-led Shiite militias were participating in the campaign.57

In addition to its warnings against the presence of Iranian-led militias, as the Assad regime’s offensive in Deraa pressed ahead, Israel also warned the Assad regime not to enter the demilitarized zone and violate the 1974 Separation of Forces Agreement.58

The Assad regime’s advance on Quneitra and western Deraa is now a matter of time. Regardless, as Prime

---

Minister Netanyahu stated, Israel will continue to act, “with or without understandings.” Netanyahu identified four red lines for Israel: the establishment of an Iranian military presence in Syria, Iranian operations against Israel from Syria, the transfer of advanced weapons to Lebanon via Syria, and the production of such weapons in Lebanon. It seems unlikely that Israel would be willing to negotiate anything less.

What Will Washington Do?

Israel’s principal leverage remains its military power, and its threat to complicate, if not sabotage, Russia’s Syrian enterprise. By publicly signaling that Israel has U.S. backing to operate at will in Syria, Washington could use this leverage in talks with Russia to work towards an acceptable arrangement in Syria, should it wish to do so.

To be sure, the relationship between the United States and Russia is complicated. Washington continues to slap new sanctions on Russia for cyber activity and its aggression in the Ukraine. What this means for possible understandings in Syria, where their respective interests are also at odds, is completely unclear. Moreover, Russia has now unilaterally ended the one agreement it reached with the Trump administration last year – the “de-escalation” zone in southern Syria. Troublingly, there was no U.S. response to this violation. Moreover, after the State Department issued statements in May and June threatening “firm and appropriate measures in response to Assad regime violations” of the ceasefire agreement, the administration did nothing when the Russians mounted its offensive in Deraa.

In short, significant questions remain about U.S. policy in Syria. The Trump administration has been decidedly ambivalent about its involvement in Syria, whether through military intervention or even diplomacy. President Trump, meanwhile, has expressed his wish to see U.S. troops in Syria withdraw after the mission to defeat the Islamic State is completed.

Admittedly, there has been a change in the American posture toward Iran and its network of proxies since the arrival of National Security Advisor John Bolton and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo. The most critical change came in May, when President Trump withdrew from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) with Iran. Pompeo subsequently laid out the Trump administration’s new Iran strategy and declared that the U.S. would “crush” Iranian operatives and Hezbollah proxies around the world. Presumably, this includes Syria. Right before he withdrew from the JCPOA, Trump also warned Iran that it was not “open season to the Mediterranean.”

Still, the current U.S. mission in Syria remains focused entirely on the Islamic State, and this has been a source of frustration for both Jerusalem and Amman.

59. @IsraeliPM, “The long-range missiles Iran is working to station in Syria will endanger us even beyond the range of several kilometers from southern Syria; therefore, Iran needs to leave Syria altogether. We’re not party to understandings to the effect that we have agreed to less than this,” Twitter, May 29, 2018. (https://twitter.com/IsraeliPM/status/1001429043164647424)
60. @IsraeliPM, “Regarding Syria, I made clear our red lines many times, and we will enforce them without compromise. We will not allow Iran to establish a military presence in Syria and operate against us from there, to transfer dangerous weapons from Syria to Lebanon, or produce them in Lebanon,” Twitter, May 29, 2018. (https://twitter.com/IsraeliPM/status/1001429040371298305)
Both would like nothing more than to see the U.S. counterbalance Russia. Indeed, without an assertive U.S. role, Jordan could do little to prevent an offensive on Deraa – which has brought the violence right to Jordan’s border, prompting a renewed refugee crisis.\(^6\) Similarly, Israel may yet face the choice of intervening against Russian-backed operations on its border, or seeing a Russian-imposed reality, complete with an Iranian military presence, take shape on the Golan.

From Israel’s perspective, there are now two important issues to clarify for the future. The first is the posture the U.S. intends to adopt toward Iran in Syria. Most importantly, Israel requires clarity about the purpose and longevity of the U.S. deployment in Syria.\(^6\) The very presence of U.S. troops is a deterrent to Iran and its proxies. The American base at al-Tanf, for example, denies the Iranians the best overland route to Damascus, and thus is an important piece in blocking the so-called Shiite Crescent, stretching from Iran to the Mediterranean. At a minimum, a continued U.S. presence, even in the current small deployment, conveys a sense that the U.S. is watching and can enforce order. To supplement this, the U.S. can always deploy the considerable military assets it maintains in the broader region.

The second question is whether the pressure of Israeli strikes in Syria, ideally backed by a resolute American posture, could ultimately prompt the Russians to enter into an arrangement with the United States in Syria – one that respects the red lines of Israel, as well as other U.S. allies impacted by the Syria conflict. This is a proposition that could be tested in July, when Trump and Putin convene their summit. However, statements by Russian officials before the summit only signaled Moscow’s intransigence.\(^6\) Following a meeting with his Jordanian counterpart on July 4, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said the U.S. approach to Iran was simplistic and that demands for Iran’s withdrawal from Syria were “absolutely unrealistic.”\(^6\)

### The Problem Persists

After years of watching Iran exploit the Syrian civil war to move military assets closer to its borders, Israel has finally decided to widen the scope of its involvement across the border. Israel is now actively and methodically working to reverse Iran’s gains. And it is doing so, at least until now, with impunity.

As it destroys Iranian assets with wave after wave of punishing precision strikes and the occasional comprehensive operation, Israel is now putting a choice to Tehran: it can withdraw or face the destruction of its assets, infrastructure, and personnel. This amounts to not only the loss of significant investments in Syria, but also humiliation. Indeed, Iran has had no answer, and its capabilities are not likely to improve – unless Iran chooses to thrust Hezbollah into conflict with Israel, thereby turning Lebanon into a hot war zone.

Israel is also continuing to send a tough message to Moscow: its Syria investment could be in peril. So long as the Kremlin allows Iran, Hezbollah, and other Iranian proxies to operate in Syria, Israel is clearly prepared to escalate its strikes, and could even target Assad. And in the process, Israel will destroy Russian

---

hardware operated by Iran and its allies – which is not the best way for Putin to market Russian arms to the Middle East.

The risk for Israel is if it settles into a prolonged low-intensity war with Iran in Syria. This possibility has led some analysts to posit that the Netanyahu government might yet acquiesce to a Russian “mediating and restraining” role “to control the escalating steps.”68 But Russia is not a reliable guarantor of calm. The likely dynamic, one where Iran and its proxies merely pay lip service to Russian directives on force posture but continue to threaten Israel, could very easily morph into an extended tit-for-tat, low-intensity conflict – not dissimilar to what Israel faced in southern Lebanon in the 1990s.

Thus, the threat of escalation in Syria is essential to Israel’s evolving strategy. Indeed, the continuation of punishing strikes against Iranian assets may paradoxically be the only way to convince Russia, not to mention Iran and its proxies, that a redeployment of Iranian and Iranian-backed troops is the best way to prevent an all-out war.

Currently, Israeli military planners are forced to plan for a two-front war to its north that would include Iranian forces, its proxy militias, Assad’s army, Hezbollah, and perhaps even the Lebanese Armed Forces. The specter of this war only reinforces the importance for Israel of pushing Iran out of Syria, or at least weakening it significantly.

Of course, even if Israel accomplishes this, the prospect of a war to its north will not diminish. It would merely limit the battlefield to Lebanon, where Hezbollah, Iran’s most lethal proxy, has some 150,000 rockets pointing south, if the most alarming estimates are correct.69 Still, for the Israelis, limiting the next fight to Lebanon would not be an inconsiderable achievement.

U.S. Options

American policy in Syria remains in flux. It is entirely unclear whether the United States is committed to limiting Iran’s designs on Syria. The warnings the State Department issued to deter the regime camp’s offensive to retake southern Syria have amounted to little. But the administration still has an opportunity to craft a constructive policy.

The most important task for the Trump administration is to clarify how Syria fits into its strategy to counter Iran. Any effective policy will derive from this essential starting point. With this in mind, Washington should consider the following recommendations:

Endorse Israel’s red line regarding Iran’s military entrenchment in Syria.

The Trump administration should make countering Iran its priority in the region. In practice, the U.S. should officially back the Israeli campaign against Iran and its assets in Syria. This can be done both through direct U.S. action, as well as indirectly by giving diplomatic and political support for Israeli action.

Both the administration and Congress, therefore, should establish that it is U.S. policy to achieve an end-state in Syria that is free of IRGC forces and Iranian-sponsored militias, bases, weapons, missile storage, and production facilities.

In tandem with political backing for its military campaign, the U.S. military should provide Israel with real-time intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance support to ensure maximum targeting effectiveness.

Perhaps most importantly, the U.S. should deny Iran an operational ground line of communication between Iraq and Syria. To that end, it should maintain the American base at al-Tanf on the Jordanian border.

---

which has been instrumental in frustrating the Iranian plans for a contiguous territory stretching from its Western border to the Mediterranean Sea. Al-Tanf should not be traded away for any concessions.

Maximize pressure on Iran and its allies.

Since withdrawing from the JCPOA, the Trump administration has upped the financial pressure on Iran, which has exacerbated domestic unrest and protests against the regime. Although the effect of sanctions has not yet fully kicked in, the administration should continue and intensify its sanctions against Iran with a specific focus on sanctioning the IRGC and other Iranian proxies.

Similarly, the U.S. should impose maximum economic pressure against the Assad regime in response to its war crimes as well as ongoing human rights abuses. While the regime is already under sanctions, there is still ample room for additional sanctions against the regime and its enablers. This includes Syrian banks abroad, front companies, and other financial entities. The U.S. Treasury should explicitly target Syrian assets with ties to Iran.

Although the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan may be tempted, Washington must discourage Amman from reengaging in trade relations with Syria. In addition, the U.S. should continue to deny the Assad regime access to the natural resources, including oil and gas fields, in the areas of northern and eastern Syria controlled by U.S.-backed groups, and to prevent the reintegration of these areas into Assad-controlled Syria.

The U.S. should increase scrutiny of UN agencies and international NGOs operating in Syria. Reports suggest that aid operations in Syria have helped finance the Assad regime. At the very least, Congress or the administration should demand an audit of USAID policies.

Prioritizing America’s Iran policies must be reflected in U.S. relations with countries in the region, especially those benefiting from American assistance. Lebanon, for example has been receiving American taxpayer money even as it serves Iranian interests. If the Lebanese Armed Forces cannot prevent the movement of Iranian and Hezbollah materiel and personnel on its borders, or the establishment of Iranian military infrastructure in its territory, then the U.S. should halt aid and consider taking other punitive measures.

Likewise, the U.S. should pressure the Iraqi government to outlaw and take action against Iran-backed Shiite militias. U.S. Treasury designations or State Department Foreign Terrorist Organization designations are obvious options in Syria, but diplomatic pressure to minimize their impact in Iraq is also important.

Chaos has been building in Syria for years. To date, it has remained largely controlled and confined. But Iran’s efforts to change the equation represent a strategic threat. To prevent a war with Iran and its proxies, Israel has paradoxically had little choice but to escalate. The United States should unreservedly and publicly support Israel’s position. In so doing, it will not only deter Russia and help to degrade Iranian power, but it will also advance its own interests.
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